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eurekaminiatures Forthcoming Release: 28mm Saxon Heavy Cavalry 1812 

28mm 1812 Saxon Heavy Cavalry
Designed & sculpted by Alan Marsh 
Saxon heavy cavalry representing their appearance in 1812. The Garde du Corps 
did not have their cuirasses and wore their greatcoats rolled around their bodies for 
additional protection. Zastrow wear the cuirass. We have tried to show some of the 
variations between these two famous regiments: such as the subtle differences in 
sword hilt designs between officers and troopers – and between the trooper’s swords 
of both regiments. Command figures are depicted with helmet plumes – troopers 
without.   

100NAP10 1812 Saxon Garde du Corps trooper, at rest (4) 
100NAP11 1812 Saxon Garde du Corps officer, at rest (1) 
100NAP12 1812 Saxon Garde du Corps trumpeter, trumpet in hand (1) 
100NAP13 1812 Saxon Garde du Corps trooper, charging (4)
100NAP14 1812 Saxon Garde du Corps officer, charging (1) 
100NAP15 1812 Saxon Garde du Corps trumpeter, charging sword drawn (1) 
100NAP16 1812 Saxon Garde du Corps standard bearer (1) 
100NAP17 1812 Saxon Garde du Corps casualty figure (1) 

Figures are sold individually unless a set is indicated. 
The number in parentheses denotes the number of 
available variants for that product code. Variants are 
supplied randomly, but Eureka Miniatures will always 
endeavour to supply a representative sample. 
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Charging trooper figures and trumpeter are one piece castings - 
all others are separate interchangeable horse and rider castings. 
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28mm 1812 Saxon Heavy Cavalry (continued)
100NAP18 1812 Kürrassier-Regiment von Zastrow trooper, at rest (4) 
100NAP19 1812 Kürrassier-Regiment von Zastrow officer, at rest (1) 
100NAP20 1812 Kürrassier-Regiment von Zastrow trumpeter, trumpet in hand (1) 
100NAP21 1812 Kürrassier-Regiment von Zastrow trooper, charging (4) 
100NAP22 1812 Kürrassier-Regiment von Zastrow officer, charging (1) 
100NAP23 1812 Kürrassier-Regiment von Zastrow trumpeter, charging sword drawn (1) 
100NAP24 1812 Kürrassier-Regiment von Zastrow standard bearer (1)
100NAP25 1812 Kürrassier-Regiment von Zastrow casualty figure (1) 

Figures are sold individually unless a set is indicated. The number in parentheses denotes the 
number of available variants for that product code. Variants are supplied randomly, but Eureka 
Miniatures will always endeavour to supply a representative sample. 
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Charging trooper figures and trumpeter are one piece castings - 
all others are separate interchangeable horse and rider castings. 


